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My Argument

! " Assessments have provided useful policy inputs and now need to
support distributed adaptive management and planning
! " NCA3 and the vision for the sustained assessment process advance
the process of enabling support for these types of decisions
! " This talk focuses on assessment of decision support processes,
systems, and tools: important for evolving an understanding of good
practice
! " Main Takeaways: Using the sustained NCA to facilitate development
and application of decision support systems is more important than
recognized for successful climate risk management
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In addition, !
! " I introduce three topics that I’ve worked on that
contribute to using assessments to feed information
into decision support processes

! " Confidence and uncertainty characterization: providing
information about the uses and limits of available
information for different types of decisions
! " Scenario methods: moving beyond top-down approaches
to help decision makers envision the future and
interactions between their own decisions and climate
change
! " Vulnerability assessment methods: a useful first step in
defining adaptation needs

! " More detailed discussion of these can take place in the
Q&A, or if anyone is interested, in conversations
during my visit
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What Are Assessments?

! " Processes that review scientific information to
address policy-relevant questions (in interaction with
users)
! " When they are successful, assessments will!
! " Evaluate the state of
scientific knowledge
! " Communicate level of
confidence in the
information provided
! " Indicate when
information will improve
5

Three Leaders in Assessment
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Traditional Scientific Assessments
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The Need for a New Approach

! " Climate change
impacts are
happening and
many ‘users’ want
information to plan
! " The diversity of
information needs
cannot be met with
a centralized, topdown process.
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Example
Decisions
from NCA3
Chapters

Decision Categories, Assessments, and The
Need for Additional Support Systems
Support for three broad categories of decisions is
needed

! " Adaptive management: decisions for administering
resources, infrastructure, or response mechanisms
(given current infrastructure and policy)
! " Planning infrastructure and natural resources (given
current policy framework)
! " Policy formulation of laws, regulations, taxes, or
other public mandates (sets new policy framework)

! " Providing this information is beyond the capacity of
traditional assessments
! " A broader range of scientifically grounded
‘decision support systems’ will be needed and are
now rapidly emerging
! " Assessments will support the process by (i)
facilitating evaluation and (ii) providing a wider
range of “inputs”

Decision Support – Connecting Science, Risk
Perception, and Decisions
! " Decision support: organized efforts to facilitate the
use of knowledge to improve decision outcomes
! " What DS systems do:
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information to evaluate
tradeoffs, and
! " Sustain communication

http://nca2014.globalchange.gov/report/
response-strategies/decision-support

Decision Support is About Systems,
Including People (Not Just Tools)

http://nca2014.globalchange.gov/report/
response-strategies/decision-support

The Remainder of This Talk Will
Cover!
! " Recap NCA3 and
‘sustained
assessment’ vision
! " Make a case for
assessment of
decision support
systems and describe
the potential role of
the sustained NCA
process
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NCA3 Included Many Innovations to
Narrow the Usability Gap
! " Deliberate community building
! NCANet
! " Focus on risk management and decision relevance/support
! " Data management and web-based deployment: GCIS, other products
on-line
! " Spanish language version
! " Transparency & Traceable Accounts
! " Indicators
! " Regional and SLR Scenarios
! " Focusing on decision support resources assessment
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“Sustained Assessment”
! " “A sustained assessment is an evolving framework for connecting
scientists and practitioners from government, civil society, the private
sector, tribal communities, !”
! " It decentralizes assessment by developing, distributing, and supporting
use of a broader range of scientifically grounded and vetted products in
decision making
! " Facilitates adaptive management, stimulates civic engagement, and
enhances the nation’s capacity to respond effectively.
! " Roles

! " Federal agencies provide basic and decision support science

! " Citizens, planners, managers, decision makers, !, engage and are actively
involved in evaluating the suitability of information for application
! " Intermediaries (including the private sector) serve as ‘science translators’

! " Sustained assessment is NOT continuous production of big IPCC-like
reports (although these will be produced periodically)
16

Why a Sustained Assessment?
! " Social science research has established that effectiveness
depends on
! " Ongoing communication among users and experts to enhance
relevance, understanding, and trust

! " Key synthesis reports:

! " Analysis of Global Change Assessments: Lessons Learned (Board
on Atmospheric Sciences and Climate)
! " Informing Decisions in a Changing Climate (Committee on the
Human Dimensions of GEC)
! " Advancing the Science of Climate Change (America’s Climate
Choices Science Panel)
! " Adapting to the Impacts of Climate Change (America’s Climate
Choices Adaptation Panel)
! " Informing an Effective Response to Climate Change (America’s
Climate Choices, Informing Effective Responses Panel)

Preparing the Nation for Change: Building a
Sustained National Climate Assessment Process
NCADAC Special report that outlines the critical elements of
sustained assessment:
1." Establish mechanisms to support enduring collaborative
partnerships that sustain assessment activities
2." Enhance and organize the scientific foundations for
managing the risks and opportunities of climate change
3." Provide infrastructure to support a sustained
assessment process
4." Diversify the resource base and set priorities
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Scientific Advances Needed to
Support Sustained Assessment
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

*Vulnerability assessments
Indicators
*Scenario methods and products
Valuation methods
International influences
*Confidence and uncertainty
Adaptive learning

I turn now to something NOT highlighted in the report:
! " Evaluation of research on DS systems as a component of
sustained assessment
19
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The need
for
transparent
evalation of
uncertainty
in
information
for regional
decision
support
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Wide Range of DS Systems
and Resources Available
Through Multiple Platforms
! " Loading dock (“Field of
Dreams”) approach
! " Some systems adopt sounds
principles for engagement,
transparency, scientific
analysis methods
! " In others, basic principles for
decision support or
appropriate use of scientific
information are ignored
21

NCA3 Decision Support Chapter
! " Facilitated by NRC Informing an Effective Response to
Climate Change (Liverman, et al., 2010)
! " What the chapter did:

! " Began a process to explore the need and an approach for NCA
dialogue on DS systems and frameworks
! " Described types of available tools around common quasi-cyclical
adaptive management framework

! " The chapter did not: evaluate specific tools (or classes of
tools)
! " Note: evolution in my thinking about importance of DS
dialogue and evaluation in NCA process
Source: Moss, R., P. L. Scarlett, M. A. Kenney, H. Kunreuther, R. Lempert, J. Manning, B. K.
Williams, J. W. Boyd, E. T. Cloyd, L. Kaatz, and L. Patton, 2014: Ch. 26: Decision Support:
Connecting Science, Risk Perception, and Decisions. Climate Change Impacts in the United
States: The Third National Climate Assessment, J. M. Melillo, Terese (T.C.) Richmond, and G. W.
Yohe, Eds., U.S. Global Change Research Program, 620-647. doi:10.7930/J0H12ZXG
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Follow-up is Now Required!
! " Establish a strategy for a collective effort to promote DS tool
development, assessment, and use
! " Collect standardized information
! " Assess example tools and frameworks in context of sectors or
regions
! " Establish dialogue across scientists, agencies, standards
organizations, professional societies, and the private sector
! " Support for fellowships, research grant competitions, etc. to
develop human resources for intermediaries/translators

Four Potential Outcomes of Increased NCA
Assessment of Decision Support Systems
1." Change mindset of developers and users to include people as
part of decision support systems
! " ‘Facilitating use of knowledge’ requires evaluating the perceptual and
social dynamics through which people acquire information and
evaluate it

2." Clarify information needs and sources

! " Help developers and researchers understand needs, and users to
understand types of information for different problem sets

3." Improve understanding of relationship of uncertainty, risk,
confidence, and values
! " Clarify difference between predictive uncertainty and values
uncertainty related to aggregation of preferences and attitudes
towards risk

4." Establish dialogue about monitoring, measuring, and
evaluating decision support effectiveness

! " Advance practice of understanding ‘what works’ in context of sectors
or regions where a decision support system is used
24

Research Roundtable Topics
TODAY OR DURING THE REST OF MY VISIT!
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NCA3 Guidance
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Parallel Scenario Process
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Vulnerability Assessments and Climate
Change: Some examples and thoughts

Resilience or
Vulnerability?

Coping and
Adaptation
Capacity

! " Vulnerability: the degree to which
infrastructure, a system, a place, or a
population group is unable to cope with
the effects of climate variability,
extremes, or change. A function of:
! " Exposure
! " Sensitivity
! " Adaptive capacity

! " Vulnerability assessment prioritizes the
need for more detailed engineering
analysis of adaptation
! " Collecting data on these characteristics
and making it relevant for decision
making can be a challenge
Moss – Interagency Forum
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In Closing

! " There is a clear vision for evolving the National Climate Assessment
beyond production of reports to more varied ‘modes of co-production’
to support use of knowledge in climate risk management
! " NCA3 initiated many important innovations
! " Using the sustained NCA to facilitate development and application of
decision support systems is more important than recognized for
successful climate risk management
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Thank you!

Contact information:
Richard Moss
Joint Global Change Research Institute
rhm@pnnl.gov
rmoss@umd.edu
301-314-6711 (o)
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